The concepts that case-referent studies provide for the estimation of "relative risk" only if the illness is "rare," and that the rates and risks themselves are inestimable, are overly superficial and restrictive. The ratio of incidence densities (forces of morbidity)-and thereby the instantaneous risk-ratio-is estimable without any rarity-assumption. Long-term risk-ratio can be computed through the coupling of case-referent data on exposure rates for various age-categories with estimates, possibly from the study itself, of the corresponding age-specific incidence-densities for the exposed and nonexposed combined -but again, no rarity-assumption is involved. Such data also provide for the assessment of exposure-specific absolute incidence-rates and risks. Point estimation of the various parameters can be based on simple relationships among them, and in interval estimation it is sufficient simply to couple the point estimate with the value of the chi square statistic used in significance testing.
illness for the exposed as compared to the non-exposed equals the ratio of the odds of having been exposed, contrasting cases of the illness to a reference series, and therefore the illness-odds ratio contrasting the exposed to the non-exposed is estimable from case-referent studies; and second, this parameter is approximately equal to the risk ratio when the illness is rare. The rationale is as follows (1, 2) 
: Given risks of illness fl, = A/(A + C) and R a = B/(B + D)
•for exposed and non-exposed people, respectively, the odds ratio for the illness is [fl,/(l -i?,)]/[flo/(l -flo)] = ADIBC = (AIB)I{CID). The last formulation for the odds ratio for illness between the exposed and the non-exposed reveals the identity of this parameter with the odds ratio for past exposure between cases and non-cases. Obviously, the ratio A/B is estimable from a series of cases, and C/D can be estimated from a reference (comparison, "control") series. Finally, the odds ratio parameter can be seen to equal the risk ratio (RJR,,) itself on the condition that (1 -R 0 )/(l -#,) = 1, and this condition obtains with 226 good approximation if the illness is rare.
1.2. Applicability. Upon careful appreciation of that rationale it is apparent that the classical principles of estimability apply, as such, to a particular type of casereferent study only. This special type is the one in which the subjects are ascertained at or after the end of the entire risk-period of interest. Such studies, though commonplace in acute-disease epidemiology, are rare in the chronic-disease field. (A conspicuous example is, however, the study of teratogenesis by means of ascertaining malformed and healthy newborns and comparing their exposure-histories in reference to the period of organogenesis.)
If formulated in terms of prevalence rather than risk, the classical rationale for estimability in case-referent studies also implies that studies based on prevalent cases provide for the estimation of prevalence-odds ratio; and when the prevalences are low, this parameter is practically interchangeable with the prevalence ratio itself.
The classical rationale does not, however, bear on the ordinary type of casereferent study in chronic-disease epidemiology-the type of study in whichascertainment occurs before the individual risk-periods are over, and in which incident rather than prevalent cases are enrolled.
The nature of the study
For a given exposure and illness, the objectives of a case-referent study are basically no different from those of a follow-up ("cohort") study. Thus, with reference to populations it is desired to learn about rates of occurrence of the illness in relation to the exposure (possibly in causal terms), within categories of age and other characteristics; and for individuals the concern is with risks (for various time periods) of the development of the illness in relation to the exposure, conditional on age and other characteristics.
The defining features of case-referent studies are that a series of people with and another without the illness are enrolled, and that their profiles with respect to the exposure, past or present, are ascertained and compared.
The internal validity of the study involves the following components: a) validity of selection: the probability of ascertainment is uninfluenced by the exposure history or status itself; b) validity of observation: lack of misclassification between cases and non-cases (referents, comparends, "controls") and between exposed and nonexposed; and c) validity of comparison: the use of a reference entity (usually diagnostic category) unrelated to the exposure, and the control of confounding.
3. Incidence density 3.1. The parameters. Incidence density ("force of morbidity" or "force of mortality")-perhaps the most fundamental measure of the occurrence of illness-is the number of new cases divided by the population-time (person-years of observation) in which they occur. For scientific purposes this measure is more meaningful if the experience of only actual candidates for the illness are considered in defining the population-time, i.e., if prevalent cases are not counted as contributing to the follow-up experience. For example, the incidence density of death is more meaningfullyand routinely-expressed in reference to follow-up experience with the living rather than with the living and the dead combined. In these terms, then, for the exposed described in figure 1 the incidence density (ID,) in the time interval from V to t" is defined as
instead of ID, = a"/(A + O (t" -t'). For the nonexposed, similarly,
(2) It follows that the incidence density ratio {IDR) relating the exposed to the nonexposed is FIGURE 1. Static population (e.g. a particular agegroup) over the time-span of a case-referent study based on incident cases The sizes of the different component populations remain static, but there is turnover of membership in each compartment The arrows indicate occurrences of new cases, I e , transitions from the candidate pools to the prevalence pools. Note that the incidence-densities are zero in each of the prevalence pools, and that the incident cases are referred to the follow-up experiences in the candidate pools only. Also note that the incidencedensity ratio is (a"/b")/(C/D), with a"/b" and C/D estimable from the (incident) cases and referents, respectively, regardless of the levels of incidence or prevalence while the other relative measure, incidence density difference (IDD), is
Estimability of ratio. In a case-referent study involving incident rather than prevalent cases, the cases (a exposed and 6 non-exposed) provide for the estimation of a"/b" (as alb), and C/D is estimable from the reference series (as c/d, the ratio of the sample numbers of exposed and nonexposed referents from the total pool of candidates for the illness). Consequently, the incidence density ratio is estimable from such studies; and in particular, no rarity-assumption is required for this. If the study is based on prevalent rather than incident cases, then it is necessary to assume that the duration of the illness is unrelated to the exposure.
3.3. Estimability of absolute parameters and difference. If the overall incidence density, for the exposed and the nonexposed combined, is known, then casereferent data provide for the estimation of the exposure-specific values and, thereby, for the estimation of the difference measure of relative occurrence (IDD). Even though this is well known, the prevailing principles of this estimation (1, 2) require added specificity as well as extension.
Sometimes a case-referent study involves complete ascertainment of new cases (over a particular time period) in a well-defined population of known size (N = A + B + C + D; cf. figure 1) (3, 4) . If the reference series (of size n) is drawn from the total source populations, i.e., without excluding prevalent cases in the ascertainment, then it is always feasible to estimate C (as cN/n) and D (as dN/n) and therefore IDi and ID a themselves (cf. formulas 1 and 2) as well as their difference. No rarityassumption is involved in this. In (the usual) instances in which the reference series is (unnecessarily) confined to noncases, this type of estimation of ID Y and ID 0 is feasible if it is realistic to assume low prevalence ((C + D)/N = 1).
When those conditions do not obtain, it still is commonplace to have a priori knowledge about the overall incidence density (ID) for the exposed and non-exposed combined (for various categories of age and sex). Ordinarily, however, the overall incidence density is not known in the proper terms, with prevalent cases excluded in the computation of the population-time of experience. When this is the case, the reference series should again be drawn without excluding prevalent cases, and the proper incidence density (ID) may then be estimated from the available, improper value (ID*) as
where n is the size of the reference series from the age category at issue, and c + d is the size of the unaffected subgroup of it.
Given an estimate of the overall incidence density, whether from the study itself or from an outside source, the separate estimates for the exposed and nonex-posed can usually be determined from the relations
and
respectively, where EF is the etiologic fraction (proportion of all cases) related (or perhaps even attributable) to the exposure. The IDR is estimable as already discussed, and the EF has (5) the structure of
where ER l is the exposure rate among incident cases (i.e., ER y = a" I (a"
This approach is applicable when the association between the exposure and the illness is non-negative in the data (JDR > 1).
Otherwise one may use the relationships
where PF is the preventive fraction related to the exposure. It may be estimated (5) through the expression
Cumulative incidence-rate and risk

The parameters.
Even though the source population of subjects tends to constitute a (dynamically) static group in each category of age (figure 1), with new people continually entering it at the lower bound (and within the range) of age and others exiting it (within the range and) at the upper bound, the data from successive age categories may be used to make inferences about an aging cohort of fixed membership and homogeneous, though continually increasing, age.
With regard to such an age-cohort, the interest is, firstly in the cumulative incidence of the group as it passes from one age to another, and, secondly, in the corresponding risks of its individual members. The cumulative incidence-rate for a span of age is the proportion of the group developing the illness in that period, while the risk for an individual is the probability of his developing the illness in the particular span of age.
As a function of incidence density (ID) of first episodes of the illness (among those who never had it), the cumulative incidence-rate (CIR) for the age span a' to a" is (6), given survival from other illnesses,
If age is discretized, then the cumulative incidence-rate (conditional on survival) over successive categories j' through/' has the approximate expression of
V~y J where w } is the width of the /" category. When the cumulative incidence-rate is small, say less than 10 per cent, it may be reasonably approximated as da
or as
Risk (R, for an individual) is the expected value of the cumulative incidencerate (for a group):
Estimability of ratio.
The estamability of cumulative incidence and risk from case-referent data is dependent, through the above relationships, on the estimability of incidence density.
The ratio of instantaneous risks is identical to the ratio of the corresponding incidence densities (cf. formula 15), so that the instantaneous risk ratio is estimable (through the exposure-odds ratio of incident cases) without any rarity-assumption in reference to either incidence density or prevalence.
For a longer span of age, from the beginning of category/ to the end of category'/', the risk ratio (assuming survival from other illnesses) is somewhat complicated: Even if the risk over that age span for both the exposed and the non-exposed is low enough to justify the use of formula 15, the corresponding risk ratio (RR) approximation is
j-y i-y
where Wj = {ID 0) )w h and where the subscripts 1 and 0 refer to the exposed and the non-exposed, respectively, as before. Thus, the (point) estimation of the risk ratio over several categories of age, even when the risks themselves over that age span are small, involves the computation of a weighted average of the age-specific density ratios; and what is more, the weights involve the actual incidence densities of the non-exposed or at least numbers proportional to these. The determination of the weights can pose a serious problem, although the relationships in equations 7 and 10 tend to be very helpful. If the risks are not "low," then it is necessary to compute the ratio directly from the exposure-specific estimates of absolute risk.
Estimability of absolute parameters and difference.
The exposure-specific risks over several age-categories, together with the corresponding risk differences, are in principle estimable through the application of formula 13. This requires that the overall age-specific incidence densities, for the exposed and non-exposed combined, are estimable from the data or known a priori, so that exposure-specific incidence densities are estimable within the categories of age (see section 3).
Prevalence rate
As was already noted, a case-referent study based on prevalent cases provides for the estimation of prevalence-odds ratio; and if the prevalence rate is low among both the exposed and the non-exposed, then the prevalence-odds ratio is approximately equal to the prevalence ratio itself.
This principle allows the estimation of (age-specific) ratio measures of relative prevalence with great ease, both conceptual and procedural.
But when a case-referent study is based on incident cases, as it usually is, inference about the relative prevalence among the exposed and the non-exposed involves some subtlety. Consider first a closed population with a static profile over time as to age-distribution etc. People make transitions from the candidate pool to the prevalence pool, and from the prevalence pool either back to the candidate pool or out of the population through death ( figure 1) . The static state is characterized by an equilibrium between the inceptions of new cases and the terminations of prevalent ones. Specifically, in a population of size N, the equilibrium prevalence rate PR, a fraction,
satisfies the relationship N(l -PR) (ID) = N(PR) (TD) or (1 -PR) (ID) = (PR) (TD), (18)
where TD stands for the termination density in the prevalence pool, i.e., for the number of case terminations (by cure or death) divided by the case-time of experience in which they occurred. In the equilibrium state TD = l/D, the inverse of the mean duration of the illness. Substitution of this into equation 18 yields, as the static-state relationship of prevalence to incidence density,
PR = (ID)D/[1 + (ID)D].
(19) As a deduction, then, the prevalence-odds are simply
(PR)/(I -PR) = (ID)D;
(20) and furthermore, for a comparison of the exposed (subscript 1) to the non-exposed (subscript 0), the prevalence-odds ratio (POR) is
Thus, in a static population, the prevalence-odds ratio is estimable in the same terms as the incidence density ratiothrough the exposure-odds ratio between the cases and the referents, without any rarity-assumption (cf. section 3). And again, if both of the exposure-specific prevalences are low, the prevalence-odds ratio is approximately equal to the prevalence ratio itself. Now consider a limited category of age. Even if the population of interest in such a category can be thought of as static (with turnover) over time, and usually this is the case, the prevalence for it is not represented by formula 19 with the ordinary meaning for incidence density and duration. Instead, if that formula were to be used, the tally of incident cases in any given period of time would have to include the ones that enter the age-specific prevalence pool as carryover cases from the previous category of age; also, the mean duration of the illness should be adjusted downward to reflect those terminations within the category which result from cases reaching the upper bound of the category. The implementation of these considerations, in terms of formula 19 or otherwise, does not lead to any simple expression of wide applicability.
Example
Cole et al. identified all newly-diagnosed cases of bladder cancer in a (static) population (eastern Massachusetts) of known size over an 18-month period, drew a reference series from the source-population of the cases, and inquired (inter aha) into the subjects' histories with respect to cigarettesmoking (4). Some of the data (7) are presented in table 1.
The data allow the computation of agespecific overall incidence densities. For example, for the 50-to 54-years category the value is 35/(77,400) (1.5 years) = 30/10" years (cf. formulas 1 and 2). Actually this result ought to be corrected by allowing for prevalent cases (formula 5), but such a correction, which would be negligible in magnitude, is not feasible, because prevalent cases were excluded without tally in the selection of the reference series. The age-specific values obtained within the study are in close conformity with those derived (without prevalence correction) from the cancer registry of a neighboring region (Connecticut) a few years earlier (8) . The latter data, too, are shown in table 1.
The samples of cases and noncases in each category of age allow the estimation of the corresponding incidence density ratio (without any rarity-assumption). For example, for the 50-to 54-years age category, the incidence density ratio {IDR)-i.e., the incidence density for smokers (ID t ) divided by that for nonsmokers (/Do)-is estimated to be IM = (24/l)/(22/4) = 4.36 (formula 3).
In order to provide for the estimation of absolute incidence density separately for smokers and nonsmokers, and as a matter of interest in its own right, the age-specific estimates for the etiologic fraction The incidence density estimates specific for the exposed and the non-exposed are then computed by the use of either formulas 6 and 7 (if fDR > 1) or formulas 9 and 10 (if fDR < 1). For the 50-to 54-years category the estimate for smokers is (4.36) (30/10 6 years) (1 -0.74) = 34/10' years (formula 6), while the corresponding result for nonsmokers is (30/10° years) (1 -0.74) = 8/10 6 years (formula 7). In the 60-to 64-years category the estimate for smokers is 0. 16 and 13) . Almost the same result can be obtained more simply from the approximate expression in formula 15. For a nonsmoker the corresponding estimate is 2.2 per cent. The estimate of the 30-year risk ratio at age 50 years is, then, 3.8/2.2 = 1.7, and the corresponding risk difference estimate is (3.8 -2.2) per cent = 1.6 per cent.
7. Statistical aspects 7.1. Point estimation. As was illustrated in the above example, the various parametric relationships that were set forth provide for straight-forward point estimation of the various parameters of most direct interest. In the expressions for those parameters, the component parameters were simply replaced by their "sample values." This is essentially tantamount to maximumlikelihood estimation, with all its desirable properties, in large samples in particular.
7.2. Interval estimation. For incidence density ratio at any given age, large-sample 100(1 -a) per cent two-sided confidence limits (IDR and IUR) may be set simply as
where g a/t is the 100(1 -a/2) percentile of the standard Gaussian distribution, and where x is the positive square root of the 1 d.f. chi square statistic for significance testing of the association (9) . The chi may derive from the ordinary test for a single two-by-two table or from the MantelHaenszel procedure (10) . Correspondingly, the point estimate (IDR) is either the "cross-product ratio" from a single two-bytwo table (1) or an appropriate estimate based on multiple tables (11) . The limits for the incidence density ratio are also the limits for the instantaneous risk ratio. For the risk ratio from age a' to age a" the limits may be set in an analogous manner:
The chi still derives from the overall significance test. For example, if limits were to be set for the risk ratio for which the point estimate was derived in table 1 and section 6, the chi value would be computed in terms of the Mantel-Haenszel test statistic (10) for the totality of age-specific two-bytwo tables for which the data are given in table 1.
For the corresponding risk difference (RD) the limits may be taken as
For the etiologic and preventive fractions the upper confidence bound cannot exceed unity, while the lower bound must be zero when g a/t = x (and also when g a/ , > x). Those constraints suggest the use of the limits EF, £F = 1 -(1 (with EF > 0)
and (with PF >0).
(26) As to the incidence density among the exposed (formulas 6 and 9) or the non-exposed (formulas 7 and 10) the limits may be set as IB,, T&, = {ID} exp (±g a/t V»), (27) i = 1, 0, where V t is the variance estimate of the natural logarithm of /D ( . This variance estimate may be taken as
where V is the variance estimate for the natural logarithm of the estimated overall incidence density (IB), computable as where a"j + b" s is the number of cases on which ID, is based. For the exposed and the non-exposed, the corresponding variances may be taken as
Here the x ! is still the 1 d.f. chi square statistic (10) for testing the hypothesis of no association.
Example. As an illustration of interval estimation of risk, consider again the data in table 1 
Test-based confidence limits
Ordinarily, large-sample confidence limits for a parameter (TT) are set as
The transformation function (/) is chosen with the aim of attaining a Gaussian and stable-variance sampling distribution for the metameter (/(Ir)) of the point estimate (If); and the standard error, SE, is usually computed as a first-order Taylor series approximation, i.e., as (SE$)f'(ft).
In the context of the estimates dealt with in the above, the formulation of the standard error according to the ordinary principles would tend to involve substantial complexity. At the same time, point esti-mation and significance-testing are quite simple.
This suggests the computation of the standard error from the point estimate and the test statistic. The rationale of this approach may not be completely transparent in the results offered, and some explanatory remarks may therefore be in order.
Consider first a parameter (ir) with an expressly known null value (TT,) corresponding to the absence of any association between the exposure and the illness, i.e., a parameter such as rate ratio (*•" = 1), rate difference (*•" = 0) or etiologic fraction (T 0 = 0). Given that the metameter is successfully chosen (vide supra), When the null value is not firmly known, as when dealing with absolute exposurespecific rates or risks (formulas 27 and 30), formula A.I is still used. Here the computation of the standard error is somewhat more complicated. We have, analogously with formula A.2, = X f , (A. 4) with the subscripts referring to the exposed and non-exposed respectively, as before. But equivalently, = X J (A.5) i = 1, 0, where v is the overall estimate for the exposed (i=l) and non-exposed (t = 0) combined. as in formulas 28 and 32.
As to the choice of the metameter, the square root transformation might be preferred to the logarithmic one in formulas 27 and 30. This would imply
